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Background 
The South African National Blood Service (SANBS) implemented individual donation nucleic acid testing (ID-NAT) 
in October 2015 to screen blood for HIV RNA, HCV RNA and HBV DNA. At the same time the risk policy was 
changed to remove ethnicity as a marker of risk. In 2005 the residual risk in SANBS blood donations was 26 per 
million when using a worst case assumption of 1 virion being infectious. SANBS subsequently formed a donations 
collections strategy that is representative of the population and thereby ensure sustainability. The aim of this study 
is to analyse the HIV Prevalence, residual risk and change in donor base over a period of 10 years. 
 
Methods 
HIV prevalence was determined by the number of HIV confirmed positives divided by the number of donations 
made. Residual risk was calculated using the Window period ratio model and the risk day equivalence model with 
a 50% minimum infectious dose (MID50) of 1 (worst case) and 316 (reasonable scenario) virions. HIV positives 
were classified into concordant positives (NAT+ anti HIV+), NAT yields (NY) (NAT+ anti-HIV-) and serology yields 
(SY) (NAT- anti-HIV+) and were analysed by donor type, ethnicity and gender. 
 
Results 
From 2005 to 2015, 7762283 donations were collected. Collections from black donors increased fivefold from 
46000 to 253000 donations per annum in 2005 and 2015 respectively which equates to an increase from 6.5% in 
2005 to 30.5% in 2015. In the same period the number of donations from white donors decreased from 570000 to 
460000 per annum. In ten years 15726 (0.2%) HIV confirmed positives were detected of which 482 (3%) were 
classified as NYs and 206 (1.3%) as SYs. Of the 462 NYs tested for the p24 antigen, 285 tested negative. The 
number of SYs per annum doubled from 18 in 2012 to 36 in 2013 and is discussed in a separate abstract. The HIV 
prevalence in all first time donors increased from 0.7% to 1.1% (p<0.0005) however decreased from 3.0% to 1.9% 
(p<0.0005) in first time black donors. The HIV rate in repeat donors increased from 0.02% to 0.06% (p<0.0005) 
and remained the same at 0.2% in repeat black donors. In a worst case scenario the residual risk in 2015 was 16 
per million donations however a more likely residual risk of 0.49 per million donations (when using a MID50 of 316), 
3.7 fold higher than the observed risk of 0.13 per million donations. 
 
Conclusion 
SANBS has been successful in increasing the number of donations from black donors however in 2015 the number 
of donations from white donors was 110000 less than in 2005 which is regrettable considering the blood shortages. 
It is promising that the prevalence of HIV in black donors has constantly decreased over the ten year period. The 
implementation of NAT has interdicted an additional 285 HIV positive donations that could have been transfused 
and enabled SANBS to expand the donor base without increasing the residual risk which is half of what it was prior 
to 2005. 
 


